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BUREAU OF LAND AND WASTE MANAGEMENT 
 
Underground Storage Tank Enforcement 
 
 
1)  Order Type and Number:  Administrative Order 15-0305-UST 
Order Date:    March 7, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Albert Rollings 
Facility: City Service 
            Location:    204 South Main Street 
       Jefferson, SC 29718 
           Mailing Address:   P.O. Box 141 
       Jefferson, SC 29718-0141 
County:    Chesterfield 
*Previous Orders:   AO 12-0429-UST, AO 11-0072-UST 
Permit/ID Number:   02300, AO 14-0286-UST 
Violations Cited: State Underground Petroleum 
Environmental Response Bank Act of 1988 (SUPERB Act) (2002 and 
Supp. 2014), Section 44-2-60(A).  
 
Summary:  Albert Rollings (Individual/Entity) owns underground storage 
tanks (USTs) located in Jefferson, South Carolina. On August 4, 2015, the 
Department conducted a routine inspection and issued a Notice of Alleged 
Violation. The Individual/Entity has violated the SUPERB Act as follows:  failed 
to pay annual tank registration fees and associated late fees for fiscal year 2016.   
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: pay annual tank registration 
fees and associated late fees in the amount of one thousand, two hundred ten 
dollars ($1,210.00); and, pay a civil penalty in the amount of three hundred 
dollars ($300.00).  
 
 
2) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 16-0028-UST 
Order Date:    April 20, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Circle K Stores, Inc. 
Facility: Circle K 2723406 
            Location:    100 Shelby Highway 
       Gaffney, SC 29341 
           Mailing Address:   2440 White Hall Park Drive, Ste 800 
       Charlotte, NC 28273 
 
 
County:    Cherokee 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit/ID Number:   01977 
Violations Cited: State Underground Petroleum 
Environmental Response Bank Act of 1988 (SUPERB Act), (2002 and 
Supp. 2014) and South Carolina Underground Storage Tank Control 
Regulation R.61-92.280.20(c)(1)(ii) (Supp 2012).  
 
Summary:  Circle K Stores, Inc. (Individual/Entity) owns and operates 
underground storage tanks (USTs) located in Gaffney, South Carolina. On 
February 25, 2016, the Department conducted a routine inspection and issued a 
Notice of Alleged Violation. The Individual/Entity has violated the South 
Carolina Underground Storage Tank Control Regulation as follows:  failed to 
maintain adequate overfill prevention device.  
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: pay a civil penalty in the 
amount of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00).  All violations were corrected prior 
to the issuance of the Order. 
 
 
3) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 16-0061-UST 
Order Date:    April 28, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Circle K Stores, Inc. 
Facility: Circle K 2723239 
Location: 136 East Dekalb Street  
Camden, SC 29020 
Mailing Address: 2440 Whitehall Park Drive, Suite 
800, Charlotte, NC 28273 
County:    Kershaw 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit/ID Number:   11907 
Violations Cited:   The State Underground Petroleum 
Environmental Response Bank Act of 1988 (SUPERB Act), S.C. Code 
Ann. §44-2-10 et. seq. (2002 and Supp. 2014); and the South Carolina 
Underground Storage Tank Control Regulation, 7 S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 
61-92.280.20(c)(1)(ii)(A) (2012). 
 
Summary:  Circle K Stores, Inc. (Individual/Entity) owns and operates 
underground storage tanks (USTs) in Camden, South Carolina. On April 5, 2016, 
a Notice of Alleged Violation was issued as a result of a routine compliance 
inspection.  The Individual/Entity has violated the South Carolina Underground 
Storage Tank Control Regulations as follows: failed to use overfill prevention 
equipment that will automatically shut off flow into the tank when the tank is no 
more than 95 percent full. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: pay a civil penalty in the 
 
 
amount of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00).  All violations were corrected prior 
to the issuance of the Order. 
 
 
4) Order Type and Number: Consent Order 16-0027-UST 
Order Date: April 20, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Vehrai One, LLC 
Facility: Corner Stop 11 
Location: 731 Chesnee Highway  
Gaffney, SC 29341 
Mailing Address: 423 South Oaks Drive  
Macon, GA 31216-4122 
County: Cherokee 
Previous Orders: None 
Permit/ID Number: 18485 
Violations Cited: State Underground Petroleum 
Environmental Response Bank Act of 1988 (SUPERB Act) (Supp. 2014) 
and the South Carolina Underground Storage Tank Control Regulation 61-
92.280.93(a), and R. 61-79.280.110(c) (2012). 
 
Summary:  Vehrai One, LLC (Individual/Entity) owns underground 
storage tanks (USTs) in Williamsburg County, South Carolina.  A Notice of 
Alleged Violation was issued as a result of a file review on January 4, 2016.  The 
Individual/Entity has violated the South Carolina Underground Storage Tank 
Control Regulations as follows:  failed to demonstrate financial responsibility and 
failed to provide financial responsibility to the Department upon request. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit a Certificate of 
Financial Responsibility and proof of financial responsibility mechanism; and, 
pay a civil penalty in the amount of six hundred dollars ($600.00).   
 
 
Solid Waste Enforcement 
 
 
5) Order Type and Number:  Administrative Order 15-24-SW 
Order Date:    March 16, 2016 
Individual/Entity: 378 Recycle Center, LLC 
Facility: 378 Recycle Center Class One 
Landfill 
Location: 5040 Sunset Blvd  
Lexington, SC 29072 
Mailing Address: 5009 Sunset Blvd  
Lexington, SC 29072 
County:    Lexington 
Previous Orders:   None 
 
 
Permit/ID Number:   322456-1703 
Violations Cited:   The South Carolina Solid Waste 
Policy and Management Act of 1991 (Act) (2002 & Supp. 2014); South 
Carolina Solid Waste Management: Solid Waste Landfills and Structural 
Fill, R. 61-107.19 (2012); and, General Permit for Class One Landfills, 
322456-1703. 
 
Summary:  378 Recycle Center, LLC (Individual/Entity) operates a 
landfill located in Lexington, South Carolina.  The Department conducted routine 
compliance inspections on February 2, 2015, March 16, 2015, and April 27, 2015, 
and issued a Notice of Alleged Violation on July 24, 2015. The Individual/Entity 
has violated the South Carolina Solid Waste Policy and Management Act of 1991, 
the South Carolina Solid Waste Management: Solid Waste Landfills and 
Structural Fill Regulation, and the General Permit for Class One Landfills as 
follows: failed to confine the working face of the landfill to as small an area as the 
equipment can safely and efficiently operate; failed to maintain slopes at 3:1 or 
less; failed to spread waste in uniform layers within the landfill; and, failed to 
place a uniform layer of clean soil no less than six (6) inches in depth over all 
exposed waste material at least quarterly.  
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit documentation the 
working face of the landfill is being confined to as small an area as the equipment 
can safely and efficiently operate; submit documentation that all slopes are 3:1 or 
less; submit documentation that waste is being spread in uniform layers within the 
Landfill; submit documentation that a uniform layer of clean soil no less than six 
inches in depth has been placed over all exposed waste material, including but not 
limited to, the slope nearest the electrical substation; and, pay a civil penalty in 
the amount of eight thousand, seven hundred fifty dollars ($8,750.00).  
 
 
Mining Enforcement 
 
 
6) Order Type and Number: Consent Order 16-34-MSWM 
Order Date: April 15, 2016 
Individual/Entity: D & S Construction of Pineville, 
Inc.  
Facility: Bonneau Pit 
Location: 2080 Mendel Rivers Road,  
 St. Stephen, SC 29479 
Mailing Address: Same 
County: Berkeley 
Previous Orders: None 
Permit/ID Number: GP1-001935 
 
 
Violations Cited: The South Carolina Mining Act, S.C. 
Code Ann. 48-20-10 et seq. (2008 & Supp. 2015), 9 S.C. Code Ann. 
Regs., R. 89 (Mining Regulation) (2012) and the Permit. 
 
 Summary:  D & S Construction of Pineville, Inc. (Individual/Entity) owns 
and operates the Bonneau Pit located in Berkeley County, South Carolina, which 
is permitted under the General Permit (GP1-001935).  On September 24, 2015, 
the Department sent a letter to all mines operating under the General Permit that 
had not submitted the required financial assurance or to submit a Voluntary 
Termination of Mine Operations form.  The Individual/Entity has violated the 
South Carolina Mining Act and the South Carolina Mining Regulations as 
follows: failed to submit the required financial assurance or the Voluntary 
Termination of Mine Operations form. 
 
  Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit to the Department a 
Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations and begin reclamation of the mine 
within one hundred and eighty (180) days following termination of mining that 
shall be completed within two years following termination of mining, or submit to 
the Department a financial assurance mechanism (reclamation bond); and, pay a 
civil penalty in the amount of six hundred dollars ($600.00). 
 
 
7) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 16-09-MSWM 
Order Date:    April 15, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Brady Hill 
Facility: Brady’s Pit 
            Location:    Flat Nose Road 
       Darlington, SC  
           Mailing Address:   1136 South Main Street 
       Society Hill, SC 29593 
County:    Darlington 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit/ID Number:   GP1-002055 
Violations Cited: South Carolina Mining Act (2008 
and Supp. 2015), and, South Carolina Mining Regulation (2012).  
 
 Summary:  Brady Hill (Individual/Entity) operates a mine located in 
Darlington, South Carolina. On November 8, 2014, the Department re-issued, via 
memorandum, the Mining General Permit (GP1) and Reclamation Plan to all 
mines operating under the General Permit. On September 24, 2015, the 
Department sent a letter to all mines operating under the General Permit that had 
not submitted the required financial assurance or to submit a Voluntary 
Termination of Mine Operations form.  The Individual/Entity has violated the 
South Carolina Mining Act and the South Carolina Mining Regulations as 
follows: failed to submit the required financial assurance or the Voluntary 
Termination of Mine Operations form. 
 
 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit to the Department a 
Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations and begin reclamation of the mine 
within one hundred eighty (180) days following termination of mining, or submit 
to the Department a financial assurance mechanism; and, pay a civil penalty in the 
amount of six hundred dollars ($600.00) in accordance with the terms of a 
promissory note. 
 
 
8) Order Type and Number: Consent Order 16-35-MSWM 
Order Date: April 15, 2016 
Individual/Entity: D & S Construction of Pineville, 
Inc.  
Facility: Cedar Hill Mine 
Location: Secondary Highway SC-S-8-351, 
Moncks Corner, SC  
Mailing Address: 2080 Mendel Rivers Road, St. 
Stephen, SC 29479 
County: Berkeley 
Previous Orders: N/A 
Permit/ID Number: GP1-001694 
Violations Cited: The South Carolina Mining Act, S.C. 
Code Ann. 48-20-10 et seq. (2008 & Supp. 2015), 9 S.C. Code Ann. 
Regs., R. 89 (Mining Regulation) (2012) and the Permit. 
   
 Summary:  D & S Construction of Pineville, Inc. (Individual/Entity) owns 
and operates the Cedar Hill Mine located in Berkeley County, South Carolina, 
which is permitted under the General Permit (GP1-001694).  On September 24, 
2015, the Department sent a letter to all mines operating under the General Permit 
that had not submitted the required financial assurance or to submit a Voluntary 
Termination of Mine Operations form.  The Individual/Entity has violated the 
South Carolina Mining Act and the South Carolina Mining Regulations as 
follows: failed to submit the required financial assurance or the Voluntary 
Termination of Mine Operations form. 
 
  Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit to the Department a 
Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations and begin reclamation of the mine 
within one hundred and eighty (180) days following termination of mining that 
shall be completed within two years following termination of mining or submit to 
the Department a financial assurance mechanism (reclamation bond) and pay a 
civil penalty in the amount of six hundred dollars ($600.00). 
 
 
9) Order Type and Number: Consent Order 16-22-MSWM 
Order Date: April 15, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Rocky Permenter  
 
 
Facility: Coates Mine 
Location: Pint Circle, Longs, SC 
Mailing Address: 1390 Highway 57 South, Little 
River, SC 
County: Horry 
Previous Orders: N/A 
Permit/ID Number: GP1-001982 
Violations Cited: The South Carolina Mining Act, S.C. 
Code Ann. 48-20-10 et seq. (2008 & Supp. 2015), 9 S.C. Code Ann. 
Regs., R. 89 (Mining Regulation) (2012) and the Permit. 
   
 Summary:  Rocky Permenter (Individual/Entity) owns and operates the 
Coates Mine located in Horry County, South Carolina, which is permitted under 
the General Permit (GP1-001982).  On September 24, 2015, the Department sent 
a letter to all mines operating under the General Permit that had not submitted the 
required financial assurance or to submit a Voluntary Termination of Mine 
Operations form.  The Individual/Entity has violated the South Carolina Mining 
Act and the South Carolina Mining Regulations as follows: failed to submit the 
required financial assurance or the Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations 
form. 
 
  Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit to the Department a 
Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations and begin reclamation of the mine 
within one hundred and eighty (180) days following termination of mining that 
shall be completed within two years following termination of mining, or submit to 
the Department a financial assurance mechanism (reclamation bond); and, pay a 
civil penalty in the amount of six hundred dollars ($600.00). 
 
 
10) Order Type and Number: Consent Order 16-28-MSWM 
Order Date: April 15, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Jeffrey McAbee  
Facility: The Bass Hole Mine 
Location: 5752 and 5758 North Jupiterhill Rd.  
Adams Run, SC 
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 86, Adams Run, SC 
County: Charleston 
Previous Orders: None 
Permit/ID Number: GP1-001882 
Violations Cited: The South Carolina Mining Act, S.C. 
Code Ann. 48-20-10 et seq. (2008 & Supp. 2015), 9 S.C. Code Ann. 
Regs., R. 89 (Mining Regulation) (2012) and the Permit. 
   
 Summary:  Jeffrey McAbee (Individual/Entity) owns and operates The 
Bass Hole Mine located in Charleston County, South Carolina, which is permitted 
under the General Permit (GP1-001882).  On September 24, 2015, the 
 
 
Department sent a letter to all mines operating under the General Permit that had 
not submitted the required financial assurance or to submit a Voluntary 
Termination of Mine Operations form.  The Individual/Entity has violated the 
South Carolina Mining Act and the South Carolina Mining Regulations as 
follows: failed to submit the required financial assurance or the Voluntary 
Termination of Mine Operations form. 
 
  Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit to the Department a 
Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations and begin reclamation of the mine 
within one hundred and eighty (180) days following termination of mining that 
shall be completed within two years following termination of mining or submit to 
the Department a financial assurance mechanism (reclamation bond) and pay a 
civil penalty in the amount of six hundred dollars ($600.00). 
 
 
11) Order Type and Number: Consent Order 16-23-MSWM 
Order Date: April 15, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Rocky Permenter  
Facility: Dewitt Mine 
Location: Half Pint Road, Longs, SC 
Mailing Address: 1390 Highway 57 South, Little 
River, SC 
County: Horry 
Previous Orders: None 
Permit/ID Number: GP1-001952 
Violations Cited: The South Carolina Mining Act, S.C. 
Code Ann. 48-20-10 et seq. (2008 & Supp. 2015), 9 S.C. Code Ann. 
Regs., R. 89 (Mining Regulation) (2012) and the Permit. 
 
 Summary:  Rocky Permenter (Individual/Entity) owns and operates the 
Dewitt Mine located in Horry County, South Carolina, which is permitted under 
the General Permit (GP1-001952).  On September 24, 2015, the Department sent 
a letter to all mines operating under the General Permit that had not submitted the 
required financial assurance or to submit a Voluntary Termination of Mine 
Operations form.  The Individual/Entity has violated the South Carolina Mining 
Act and the South Carolina Mining Regulations as follows: failed to submit the 
required financial assurance or the Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations 
form. 
 
  Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit to the Department a 
Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations and begin reclamation of the mine 
within one hundred and eighty (180) days following termination of mining that 
shall be completed within two years following termination of mining, or submit to 
the Department a financial assurance mechanism (reclamation bond); and, pay a 
civil penalty in the amount of six hundred dollars ($600.00). 
 
 
 
  
12) Order Type and Number: Consent Order 16-33-MSWM 
Order Date: April 15, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Charles M. Scoggins  
Facility: Spring Hill Mine 
Location: East of Intersection Highway 17 and 
South Carolina Secondary Road 19 
Ridgeland, SC 
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 188  
 Tillman, SC 
County: Jasper 
Previous Orders: None 
Permit/ID Number: GP1-001680 
Violations Cited: The South Carolina Mining Act, S.C. 
Code Ann. 48-20-10 et seq. (2008 & Supp. 2015), 9 S.C. Code Ann. 
Regs., R. 89 (Mining Regulation) (2012) and the Permit. 
   
 Summary:  Charles M. Scoggins (Individual/Entity) owns and operates the 
Spring Hill Mine located in Jasper County, South Carolina, which is permitted 
under the General Permit (GP1-001680). On September 24, 2015, the Department 
sent a letter to all mines operating under the General Permit that had not 
submitted the required financial assurance or to submit a Voluntary Termination 
of Mine Operations form.  The Individual/Entity has violated the South Carolina 
Mining Act and the South Carolina Mining Regulations as follows: failed to 
submit the required financial assurance or the Voluntary Termination of Mine 
Operations form. 
 
  Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit to the Department a 
Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations and begin reclamation of the mine 
within one hundred and eighty (180) days following termination of mining that 
shall be completed within two years following termination of mining or submit to 
the Department a financial assurance mechanism (reclamation bond) and pay a 
civil penalty in the amount of six hundred dollars ($600.00). 
 
 
13) Order Type and Number: Consent Order 16-24-MSWM 
Order Date: April 15, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Jr. Owens Construction & AG 
Company, Inc.  
Facility: Owens Mine 
Location: Nature Scout Street  
 Blackville, SC 
Mailing Address: 395 Magnolia Lane 
 Blackville, SC 
County: Barnwell 
Previous Orders: None 
 
 
Permit/ID Number: GP1-002057 
Violations Cited: The South Carolina Mining Act, S.C. 
Code Ann. 48-20-10 et seq. (2008 & Supp. 2015), 9 S.C. Code Ann. 
Regs., R. 89 (Mining Regulation) (2012) and the Permit. 
 
 Summary:  Jr. Owens Construction and AG Company, Inc, 
(Individual/Entity) owns and operates the Owens Mine located off of Nature 
Scout Street, Blackville, SC, which is permitted under the General Permit (GP1-
002057).  On September 24, 2015, the Department sent a letter to all mines 
operating under the General Permit that had not submitted the required financial 
assurance or to submit a Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations form.  The 
Individual/Entity has violated the South Carolina Mining Act and the South 
Carolina Mining Regulations as follows: failed to submit the required financial 
assurance or the Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations form. 
 
  Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit to the Department a 
Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations and begin reclamation of the mine 
within one hundred and eighty (180) days following termination of mining that 
shall be completed within two years following termination of mining, or submit to 
the Department a financial assurance mechanism (reclamation bond); and, pay a 
civil penalty in the amount of six hundred dollars ($600.00). 
 
 
14) Order Type and Number: Consent Order 16-37-MSWM 
Order Date: April 15, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Brian Hefner and Amy Kaylor  
Facility: Hefner/Kaylor Mine 
Location: 6463 Lowcountry Highway 
Yemassee, SC  
Mailing Address: 19 Bostick Circle  
 Beaufort, SC 29902 
County: Colleton 
Previous Orders: None 
Permit/ID Number: GP1-001996 
Violations Cited: The South Carolina Mining Act, S.C. 
Code Ann. 48-20-10 et seq. (2008 & Supp. 2015), 9 S.C. Code Ann. 
Regs., R. 89 (Mining Regulation) (2012) and the Permit. 
 
 Summary:  Brian Hefner and Amy Kaylor (Individual/Entity) own and 
operate the Hefner/Kaylor Mine located in Colleton County, South Carolina, 
which is permitted under the General Permit (GP1-001996).  On September 24, 
2015, the Department sent a letter to all mines operating under the General Permit 
that had not submitted the required financial assurance or to submit a Voluntary 
Termination of Mine Operations form.  The Individual/Entity has violated the 
South Carolina Mining Act and the South Carolina Mining Regulations as 
follows: failed to submit the required financial assurance or the Voluntary 
 
 
Termination of Mine Operations form. 
 
  Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit to the Department a 
Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations and begin reclamation of the mine 
within one hundred and eighty (180) days following termination of mining that 
shall be completed within two years following termination of mining or submit to 
the Department a financial assurance mechanism (reclamation bond) and pay a 
civil penalty in the amount of six hundred dollars ($600.00). 
 
 
15) Order Type and Number: Consent Order 16-40-MSWM 
Order Date: April 15, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Venesky Asphalt, Paving & 
Grading, LLC  
Facility: Highway 93 Mine 
Location: Highway 93  
 Easley, SC  
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 422 
 Easley, SC 29642 
County: Pickens 
Previous Orders: None 
Permit/ID Number: GP1-001647 
Violations Cited: The South Carolina Mining Act, S.C. 
Code Ann. 48-20-10 et seq. (2008 & Supp. 2015), 9 S.C. Code Ann. 
Regs., R. 89 (Mining Regulation) (2012) and the Permit. 
 
 Summary:  Venesky Asphalt, Paving & Grading, LLC (Individual/Entity) 
own and operate the Highway 93 Mine located in Pickens County, South 
Carolina, which is permitted under the General Permit (GP1-001647).  On 
September 24, 2015, the Department sent a letter to all mines operating under the 
General Permit that had not submitted the required financial assurance or to 
submit a Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations form.  The Individual/Entity 
has violated the South Carolina Mining Act and the South Carolina Mining 
Regulations as follows: failed to submit the required financial assurance or the 
Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations form. 
 
  Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit to the Department a 
Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations and begin reclamation of the mine 
within one hundred and eighty (180) days following termination of mining that 
shall be completed within two years following termination of mining, or submit to 
the Department a financial assurance mechanism (reclamation bond); and, pay a 
civil penalty in the amount of six hundred dollars ($600.00). 
 
  
16) Order Type and Number: Consent Order 16-41-MSWM 
Order Date: April 15, 2016 
 
 
Individual/Entity: Gramling Brothers Real Estate 
and Development, Inc.  
Facility: Hwy 176 Pit 
Location: off of Highway 176  
 Jedburg, SC  
Mailing Address: 502 King Street Third Floor Suite 
Charleston, SC 29403 
County: Berkeley 
Previous Orders: None 
Permit/ID Number: GP1-001618 
Violations Cited: The South Carolina Mining Act, S.C. 
Code Ann. 48-20-10 et seq. (2008 & Supp. 2015), 9 S.C. Code Ann. 
Regs., R. 89 (Mining Regulation) (2012) and the Permit. 
 
 Summary:  Gramling Brothers Real Estate and Development, Inc. 
(Individual/Entity) owns and operates the Hwy 176 Pit located in Berkeley 
County, South Carolina, which is permitted under the General Permit (GP1-
001618).  On September 24, 2015, the Department sent a letter to all mines 
operating under the General Permit that had not submitted the required financial 
assurance or to submit a Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations form.  The 
Individual/Entity has violated the South Carolina Mining Act and the South 
Carolina Mining Regulations as follows: failed to submit the required financial 
assurance or the Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations form. 
 
  Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit to the Department a 
Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations and begin reclamation of the mine 
within one hundred and eighty (180) days following termination of mining that 
shall be completed within two years following termination of mining, or submit to 
the Department a financial assurance mechanism (reclamation bond); and, pay a 
civil penalty in the amount of six hundred dollars ($600.00). 
 
 
17) Order Type and Number: Consent Order 16-43-MSWM 
Order Date: April 15, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Jackson Development Group, LLC  
Facility: Jefferson Mine 1 
Location: Doar Road  
 Awendaw, SC  
Mailing Address: 230 Seven Farms Drive Suite 103 
Charleston, SC 29492 
County: Charleston 
Previous Orders: None 
Permit/ID Number: GP1-002067 
Violations Cited: The South Carolina Mining Act, S.C. 
Code Ann. 48-20-10 et seq. (2008 & Supp. 2015), 9 S.C. Code Ann. 
Regs., R. 89 (Mining Regulation) (2012) and the Permit. 
 
 
 Summary:  Jackson Development Group, LLC (Individual/Entity) owns 
and operates the Jefferson Mine 1 located in Charleston County, South Carolina, 
which is permitted under the General Permit (GP1-002067).  On September 24, 
2015, the Department sent a letter to all mines operating under the General Permit 
that had not submitted the required financial assurance or to submit a Voluntary 
Termination of Mine Operations form.  The Individual/Entity has violated the 
South Carolina Mining Act and the South Carolina Mining Regulations as 
follows: failed to submit the required financial assurance or the Voluntary 
Termination of Mine Operations form. 
 
  Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit to the Department a 
Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations and begin reclamation of the mine 
within one hundred and eighty (180) days following termination of mining that 
shall be completed within two years following termination of mining, or submit to 
the Department a financial assurance mechanism (reclamation bond); and, pay a 
civil penalty in the amount of six hundred dollars ($600.00). 
 
  
18) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 15-12-MSWM 
Order Date:    April 15, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Landsdown Earth and Pipe, Inc. 
Facility: Marion County US 378 Mine 
Location: off US Hwy 378,  
Marion, SC 
Mailing Address: 3214 Summerfield Dr.  
Monroe, NC 28110-6001 
County:    Marion 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit/ID Number:   I-002026 
Violations Cited:   The South Carolina Mining Act 
(2008 & Supp. 2015); and, South Carolina Mining Regulations, Chapter 
89 (2012). 
 
Summary:  Landsdown Earth and Pipe, Inc. (Individual/Entity) owns and 
operates the Marion County US 378 Mine located in Marion County, South 
Carolina.  A Notice of Alleged Violation was issued on March 4, 2016, as a result 
of a file review.  The Individual/Entity has violated the South Carolina Mining 
Act and the South Carolina Mining Regulations as follows:  failed to submit 
annual operating fees with associated late fees and annual reclamation reports for 
fiscal years 2015 and 2016.  
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit annual reclamation 
reports for fiscal years 2015 and 2016; pay annual operating fees and associated 
late fees for fiscal years 2015 and 2016 in the amount of one thousand, two 
hundred and fifty dollars ($1,250.00); and, pay a civil penalty in the amount of six 
hundred dollars ($600.00). 
 
 
 
19) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 16-02-MSWM 
Order Date:    April 15, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Andrew H. Newsom d.b.a. 
Newsom Hauling 
Facility: Newsom Mine #1 
            Location:    Highway 151 
       Hartsville, SC  
           Mailing Address:   1915 South Fifth Street 
       Hartsville, SC 29550 
County:    Darlington 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit/ID Number:   GP1-001925 
Violations Cited: South Carolina Mining Act (2008 
and Supp. 2015), and, South Carolina Mining Regulation (2012).  
 
 Summary:  Andrew H. Newsom d.b.a. Newsom Hauling 
(Individual/Entity) operates a mine located in Hartsville, South Carolina, which is 
permitted under the General Permit (GP1-001925).  On September 24, 2015, the 
Department sent a letter to all mines operating under the General Permit that had 
not submitted the required financial assurance or to submit a Voluntary 
Termination of Mine Operations form.  The Individual/Entity has violated the 
South Carolina Mining Act and the South Carolina Mining Regulations as 
follows: failed to submit the required financial assurance or the Voluntary 
Termination of Mine Operations form. 
 
  Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit to the Department a 
Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations and begin reclamation of the mine 
within one hundred and eighty (180) days following termination of mining that 
shall be completed within two years following termination of mining, or submit to 
the Department a financial assurance mechanism (reclamation bond); and, pay a 
civil penalty in the amount of six hundred dollars ($600.00) in accordance with a 
promissory note. 
 
 
20) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 15-10-MSWM 
Order Date:    April 20, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Readen Landclearing, LLC 
Facility: Benwood Farm Mine 
Location: off SC Hwy S-10-1440  
Johns Island, SC 
Mailing Address: 2991 Hickory Springs Drive  
Johns Island, SC 29455 
County:    Charleston 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit/ID Number:   GP1-001966 
 
 
Violations Cited:   The South Carolina Mining Act 
(2008 & Supp. 2015); and, South Carolina Mining Regulations, Chapter 
89 (2012). 
 
Summary:  Readen Landclearing, LLC (Individual/Entity) owns and 
operates the Benwood Farm Mine located in Charleston County, South Carolina.  
A Notice of Alleged Violation was issued on March 4, 2016, as a result of a file 
review.  The Individual/Entity has violated the South Carolina Mining Act and the 
South Carolina Mining Regulations as follows:  failed to submit annual operating 
fees with associated late fees and annual reclamation reports for fiscal years 2015 
and 2016.  
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit annual reclamation 
reports for fiscal years 2015 and 2016; pay annual operating fees and associated 
late fees for fiscal years 2015 and 2016 in the amount of one thousand, two 
hundred and fifty dollars ($1,250.00); and, pay a civil penalty in the amount of six 
hundred dollars ($600.00). 
 
  
21) Order Type and Number: Consent Order 16-44-MSWM 
Order Date: April 15, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Gramling Brothers Real Estate 
and Development, Inc.  
Facility: Ski Lakes Mine 
Location: near Highway 17A  
 Summerville, SC  
Mailing Address: 502 King Street Third Floor Suite 
Charleston, SC 29403 
County: Berkeley 
Previous Orders: None 
Permit/ID Number: GP1-001831 
Violations Cited: The South Carolina Mining Act, S.C. 
Code Ann. 48-20-10 et seq. (2008 & Supp. 2015), 9 S.C. Code Ann. 
Regs., R. 89 (Mining Regulation) (2012) and the Permit. 
 
 Summary:  Gramling Brothers Real Estate and Development, Inc. 
(Individual/Entity) owns and operates the Ski Lakes Mine located in Berkeley 
County, South Carolina, which is permitted under the General Permit (GP1-
001831).  On September 24, 2015, the Department sent a letter to all mines 
operating under the General Permit that had not submitted the required financial 
assurance or to submit a Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations form.  The 
Individual/Entity has violated the South Carolina Mining Act and the South 
Carolina Mining Regulations as follows: failed to submit the required financial 
assurance or the Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations form. 
 
 
 
  Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit to the Department a 
Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations and begin reclamation of the mine 
within one hundred and eighty (180) days following termination of mining that 
shall be completed within two years following termination of mining, or submit to 
the Department a financial assurance mechanism (reclamation bond); and, pay a 
civil penalty in the amount of six hundred dollars ($600.00). 
 
 
22) Order Type and Number: Consent Order 16-20-MSWM 
Order Date: April 15, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Darrell Thomas Johnson, Jr.  
Facility: Slater Mine 
Location: Stock Farm Road  
 Gillisonville, SC 
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 1125  
 Hardeeville, SC 29927 
County: Jasper 
Previous Orders: None 
Permit/ID Number: GP1-001784 
Violations Cited: The South Carolina Mining Act, S.C. 
Code Ann. 48-20-10 et seq. (2008 & Supp. 2015), 9 S.C. Code Ann. 
Regs., R. 89 (Mining Regulation) (2012) and the Permit. 
 
 Summary:  Darrell Thomas Johnson, Jr. (Individual/Entity) owns and 
operates Slater Mine located in Gillinsonville, South Carolina, which is permitted 
under the General Permit (GP1-001784).  On September 24, 2015, the 
Department sent a letter to all mines operating under the General Permit that had 
not submitted the required financial assurance or to submit a Voluntary 
Termination of Mine Operations form.  The Individual/Entity has violated the 
South Carolina Mining Act and the South Carolina Mining Regulations as 
follows: failed to submit the required financial assurance or the Voluntary 
Termination of Mine Operations form. 
 
  Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit to the Department a 
Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations and begin reclamation of the mine 
within one hundred and eighty (180) days following termination of mining that 
shall be completed within two years following termination of mining, or submit to 
the Department a financial assurance mechanism (reclamation bond); and, pay a 
civil penalty in the amount of six hundred dollars ($600.00). 
 
  
23) Order Type and Number: Consent Order 16-13-MSWM 
Order Date: April 15, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Wood Brothers of South Carolina  
Facility: Peanut Mine 
Location: Hwy. 303  
 
 
 Walterboro, SC 
Mailing Address: 789 Wood Road  
 Green Pond, SC 29446 
County: Colleton 
Previous Orders: None 
Permit/ID Number: GP1-001991 
Violations Cited: The South Carolina Mining Act, S.C. 
Code Ann. 48-20-10 et seq. (2008 & Supp. 2015), 9 S.C. Code Ann. 
Regs., R. 89 (Mining Regulation) (2012) and the Permit. 
 
 Summary:  Wood Brothers of South Carolina (Individual/Entity) owns and 
operates Peanut Mine located in Walterboro, South Carolina, which is permitted 
under the General Permit (GP1-001991).  On September 24, 2015, the 
Department sent a letter to all mines operating under the General Permit that had 
not submitted the required financial assurance or to submit a Voluntary 
Termination of Mine Operations form.  The Individual/Entity has violated the 
South Carolina Mining Act and the South Carolina Mining Regulations as 
follows: failed to submit the required financial assurance or the Voluntary 
Termination of Mine Operations form. 
 
  Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit to the Department a 
Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations and begin reclamation of the mine 
within one hundred and eighty (180) days following termination of mining that 
shall be completed within two years following termination of mining, or submit to 
the Department a financial assurance mechanism (reclamation bond); and, pay a 
civil penalty in the amount of six hundred dollars ($600.00) in accordance with a 
promissory note. 
 
  
24) Order Type and Number: Consent Order 16-21-MSWM 
Order Date: April 15, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Brian Knight  
Facility: Woodberry Lake Mine 
Location: 561 West Oshay Road  
 Lake City, SC 
Mailing Address: 1059 N. Matthews Road  
 Lake City, SC 
County: Florence 
Previous Orders: None 
Permit/ID Number: GP1-001961 
Violations Cited: The South Carolina Mining Act, S.C. 
Code Ann. 48-20-10 et seq. (2008 & Supp. 2015), 9 S.C. Code Ann. 
Regs., R. 89 (Mining Regulation) (2012) and the Permit. 
 
 Summary:  Brian Knight (Individual/Entity) owns and operates the 
Woodberry Lake Mine located in Florence County, South Carolina, which is 
 
 
permitted under the General Permit (GP1-001961).  On September 24, 2015, the 
Department sent a letter to all mines operating under the General Permit that had 
not submitted the required financial assurance or to submit a Voluntary 
Termination of Mine Operations form.  The Individual/Entity has violated the 
South Carolina Mining Act and the South Carolina Mining Regulations as 
follows: failed to submit the required financial assurance or the Voluntary 
Termination of Mine Operations form. 
 
  Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit to the Department a 
Voluntary Termination of Mine Operations and begin reclamation of the mine 
within one hundred and eighty (180) days following termination of mining that 
shall be completed within two years following termination of mining, or submit to 
the Department a financial assurance mechanism (reclamation bond); and, pay a 
civil penalty in the amount of six hundred dollars ($600.00).  
 
 
BUREAU OF WATER 
 
 
Drinking Water Enforcement 
 
 
25) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 16-027-DW 
Order Date:    April 4, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Annie Burbage, Individually and 
d.b.a. WA Burbage Mobile Home 
Park 
Facility: WA Burbage Mobile Home Park 
           Location:    6029 Savannah Highway 
      Ravenel, SC 29470 
Mailing Address:   P.O. Box 69 
      Ravenel, SC 29470 
County:    Charleston 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit/ID Number:   1060014 
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-58.7 & 61-
58.5.G(1) 
 
Summary:  Annie Burbage, Individually and d.b.a. WA Burbage Mobile 
Home Park (Individual/Entity) owns and is responsible for the proper operation 
and maintenance of a public water system (PWS). On October 14, 2015, and 
February 1, 2016, violations were issued as a result of review of monitoring 
records; and, on January 12, 2016, the PWS was inspected and rated 
unsatisfactory for failure to properly operate and maintain. The Individual/Entity 
has violated the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations as follows:  the 
casings of Well 1 and Well 2 were rusted; Well 1 had a leak at the sample tap; 
 
 
dual check valves had not been installed at the individual residences; valve 
maintenance had not been recorded in the valve maintenance logs since 2014; the 
exterior of the hydropneumatic storage tank at Well 2 had algae growing on it; the 
pump at Well 1 was short cycling; the conduit was not attached to the well seal at 
Well 1 and Well 2; deficiencies from the previous survey were not corrected; the 
procedures manual was not available for Department review; and, failed to 
conduct routine bacteriological monitoring. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit a standard operating 
procedure to ensure that all monitoring and reporting requirements are complied 
with; submit a corrective action plan to include proposed steps to correct the 
deficiencies; pay a civil penalty in the amount of four thousand dollars 
($4,000.00); and, pay a stipulated penalty in the amount of four thousand dollars 
($4,000.00) should any requirement of the Order not be met.  
 
 
26) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 16-028-DW 
Order Date:    April 4, 2016 
Individual/Entity:   B, B & B Family, LLC 
Facility:    Burbage Brothers Mobile Home Park 
           Location:    6029 Savannah Highway 
      Ravenel, SC 29407 
          Mailing Address:   P.O. Box 69 
      Ravenel, SC 29407  
County:    Charleston 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit/ID Number:   1060063 
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-58.7              
 
Summary:  B, B & B Family, LLC (Individual/Entity) owns and is 
responsible for the proper operation and maintenance of a public water system 
(PWS). On January 12, 2016, the PWS was inspected and rated unsatisfactory for 
failure to properly operate and maintain. The Individual/Entity has violated the 
State Primary Drinking Water Regulations as follows:  the screened air vent at 
Well 1 was in disrepair; Well 2 was offline, and the storage tank located next to 
Well 2 was empty; the wellhead casings on Well 1, Well 2, and Well 3 were 
rusted and the pressure gauge at Well 3 was not functional; dual check valves had 
not been installed at each residence; valve maintenance had not been recorded in 
the valve maintenance log since 2014; Well 3 had vegetation blocking the door to 
the well house; Well 1, Well 2, and Well 3 did not have a flow meter or hour 
meter; deficiencies from the previous survey were not corrected; and, the 
procedures manual was not available for Department review.  
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit a corrective action 
plan to include proposed steps to correct the deficiencies; pay a civil penalty in 
the amount of two thousand dollars ($2,000.00); and, pay a stipulated penalty in 
 
 
the amount of two thousand dollars ($2,000.00) should any requirement of the 
Order not be met. 
 
 
27) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 16-029-DW 
Order Date:    April 4, 2016 
Individual/Entity:   AAA Utilities, Inc.  
Facility:    Murray Hill Estates 
            Location:    3071 Highway 6 
      Lexington, SC 29073 
            Mailing Address:   653 Horse Creek Drive 
      Leesville, SC 29070 
County:    Lexington 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit/ID Number:   3250014  
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-58.5.F 
 
Summary: AAA Utilities, Inc. (Individual/Entity) owns and is responsible 
for the proper operation and maintenance of a public water system (PWS). On 
December 18, 2015, and January 29, 2016, a violation was issued as a result of 
review of monitoring records. The Individual/Entity has violated the State 
Primary Drinking Water Regulations as follows: the PWS exceeded the maximum 
contaminant level (MCL) for total coliform.   
 
Action: The Individual/Entity is required to: submit an investigative report 
to determine the causes of the MCL violations and a corrective action plan to 
include proposed steps to address those causes; submit a written request of the 
intended use of Well G32203 (Well 2); and, pay a stipulated penalty in the 
amount of four thousand dollars ($4,000.00) should any requirement of the Order 
not be met. 
 
 
28) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 16-030-DW 
Order Date:    April 15, 2016 
Individual/Entity: R.T. Vanderbilt Holding 
Company, Inc. 
Facility: Dixie Clay Company 
Location:    305 Dixie Clay Road 
       Bath, SC 29816 
            Mailing Address:   P.O. Box B 
      Bath, SC 29816 
County:    Aiken 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit/ID Number:   0230003 
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-
58.16.E(1)(b), 61-58.5.G(2)(a), and 61-58.5.F  
 
 
Summary: R.T. Vanderbilt Holding Company, Inc. (Individual/Entity) 
owns and is responsible for the proper operation and maintenance of a public 
water system (PWS). On July 10, 2015, August 7, 2015, and January 29, 2016, 
violations were issued as a result of review of Department records. The 
Individual/Entity has violated the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations as 
follows: failure to collect, within twenty-four  hours of notification of a total 
coliform positive sample, at least one ground water source sample from each 
ground water source in use at the time the total coliform positive sample was 
collected; failure to collect, within twenty-four  hours of notification of a total 
coliform positive sample, no fewer than four repeat samples for each total 
coliform positive sample found; and, the PWS exceeded the maximum 
contaminant level (MCL) for total coliform.  
 
Action: The Individual/Entity is required to: submit a standard operating 
procedure that will be followed by the representatives of the Individual/Entity to 
ensure that all monitoring and reporting requirements are complied with; submit 
an investigative report to determine the causes of the MCL violations and a 
corrective action plan to include proposed steps to address those causes; pay a 
civil penalty in the amount of eight thousand dollars ($8,000.00); and, pay a 
stipulated penalty in the amount of three thousand dollars ($3,000.00) should any 
requirement of the Order not be met.  
 
 
29) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 16-031-DW 
Order Date:    April 19, 2016 
Individual/Entity:   City of Loris 
Facility:    City of Loris 
           Location:    4101 Walnut Street 
      Loris, SC 29569 
          Mailing Address:   P.O. Box 548 
      Loris, SC 29569 
County:    Horry 
Previous Orders:   14-251-DW ($4,000.00) 
Permit/ID Number:   2610010 
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-58.7  
 
Summary: The City of Loris (Individual/Entity) owns and is responsible 
for the proper operation and maintenance of a public water system (PWS). On 
October 22, 2015, the PWS was inspected and rated needs improvement for 
failure to properly operate and maintain. The Individual/Entity has violated the 
State Primary Drinking Water Regulations as follows: several backflow 
prevention devices had not been tested at high hazard locations; valves were not 
being exercised because of the age/poor condition of the valves; there were no 
valve/hydrant maintenance records available for review; a fire hydrant located on 
Main Street was leaking; there was no documentation of a flushing program being 
conducted; the system map provided was incomplete; and, an emergency plan was 
 
 
not available for review.  
  
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: repair the leak at the fire 
hydrant located on Main Street; submit a corrective action plan to address the 
valve deficiency, to include replacing the valves that cannot be exercised; correct 
the deficiencies; and, pay a stipulated penalty in the amount of eight thousand 
dollars ($8,000.00) should any requirement of the Order not be met.  
 
  
30) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 16-032-DW 
Order Date:    April 27, 2016 
Individual/Entity:   Black Bear Global, LLC 
Facility:    Black Bear Golf Club 
           Location:    2650 Highway 9 West 
      Longs, SC 29568 
          Mailing Address:   Same 
County:    Horry 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit/ID Number:   2670878 
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-58.5.F   
 
Summary:  Black Bear Global, LLC (Individual/Entity) owns and is 
responsible for the proper operation and maintenance of a public water system 
(PWS). On March 21, 2016, and March 24, 2016, a violation was issued as a 
result of review of monitoring records. The Individual/Entity has violated the 
State Primary Drinking Water Regulations as follows: the PWS exceeded the 
maximum contaminant level (MCL) for total coliform.  
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit an investigative 
report to determine the causes of the MCL violations and a corrective action plan 
to include proposed steps to address those causes; and, pay a stipulated penalty 
in the amount of four thousand dollars ($4,000.00) should any requirement of the 
Order not be met.  
 
 
Water Pollution Enforcement 
 
 
31) Order Type and Number: Consent Order 16-010-W 
Order Date: April 20, 2016 
Individual/Entity: Town of St. Matthews 
Facility: South Wastewater Treatment Facility 
Location: Dogwood Acres Trail 
 St. Matthews, SC 29135 
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 172 
 St. Matthews, SC 29135 
 
 
County: Calhoun 
Previous Orders: None 
Permit/ID Number: SC0028801 
Violations Cited: Pollution Control Act, S.C. Code 
Ann. § 48-1-110(d)(Supp. 2014); and Water Pollution Control Permits, 3 
S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-9.122.41(a) and (l)(4)(Supp. 2014). 
 
Summary:  The Town of St. Matthews (Individual/Entity) owns and is 
responsible for the proper operation and maintenance of the South Wastewater 
Treatment Facility (WWTF), located in Calhoun County, South Carolina. On 
April 26, 2013, June 28, 2013, June 26, 2014, and October 21, 2014, Notices of 
Violation were issued as a result of Discharge Monitoring Reports submitted to 
the Department. The Individual/Entity has violated the Pollution Control Act and 
Water Pollution Control Permits Regulation as follows: failed to comply with 
effluent discharge limits of its National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
(NPDES) Permit for Total Residual Chlorine, Biochemical Oxygen Demand, 
Ammonia-Nitrogen, Fecal Coliform and Whole Effluent Chronic Toxicity; and, 
failed to comply with all reporting requirements of the NPDES Permit. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: submit a corrective action 
plan to address the violations; submit a construction schedule for development of 
a land application site; pay a civil penalty in the amount of three thousand ninety-
four dollars ($3,094.00); and, pay a suspended penalty in the amount of twenty-
seven thousand, eight hundred forty-six dollars ($27,846.00) should the 
Individual/Entity fail to meet any requirement of the Order. 
 
 
BUREAU OF AIR QUALITY 
 
 
32) Order Type and Number:               Consent Order 16-011-A 
Order Date:    April 4, 2016 
Individual/Entity: City of Laurens Commission of 
Public Works 
Facility:    Saxon Street Water Treatment Plant/  
Little River Wastewater Treatment 
Plant 
Location: 201 Saxon Street 
      Laurens, SC/300 Commission Drive 
       Laurens, SC  
 Mailing Address:            P.O. Box 349 
      Laurens, SC 29360 
 County:            Laurens 
Previous Orders:           None 
Permit/ID Number:                          None 
 
 
Violations Cited:                    U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency Regulations at 40 CFR 68, and 5 South Carolina Code Ann. Regs. 
61-62.68, Chemical Accident Prevention Provisions 
 
Summary:  The City of Laurens Commission of Public Works 
(Individual/Entity) maintains greater than 2,500 pounds of chlorine at its facilities 
and is subject to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Regulations at 40 CFR 
68, and 5 South Carolina Code Ann. Regs. 61-62.68, Chemical Accident 
Prevention Provisions (collectively “112(r) Regulations”).  On August 27, 2014, 
the Department conducted inspections at the facilities to determine compliance 
with the 112(r) Regulations.  The Individual/Entity has violated U. S. EPA 
Regulations at 40 CFR 68 and the South Carolina Air Pollution Control 
Regulations as follows: failed to document the lines of authority for the Risk 
Management Program; failed to document all of the required information in the 
process safety information (PSI); failed to address findings and recommendations 
from the process hazard analysis (PHA) and revalidate the PHA once every five 
years; failed to develop and implement written operating procedures for each 
covered process; failed to certify operating procedures annually; failed to address 
safe work practices for confined space entry for contract employees; failed to 
provide documentation of all required employee training; failed to maintain 
records of inspections and tests performed on process equipment; failed to 
provide certification that it had performed compliance audits every three years 
and document that any deficiencies had been corrected; failed to comply with all 
requirements for incident investigation; failed to evaluate contractor’s safety 
performance when selecting a contractor and periodically evaluating the 
contractor’s performance. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: immediately implement and 
henceforth maintain the risk management program, including all documentation to 
demonstrate compliance, in accordance with the requirements of the 112(r) 
Regulations; and, pay a civil penalty in the amount of ten thousand dollars 
($10,000.00). 
 
 
33) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 16-012-A 
Order Date:    April 6, 2016 
Individual/Entity:   Hubbard Paving & Grading, Inc. 
Facility:    Hubbard Paving & Grading, Inc. 
Location:    698 Rock Crusher Road 
Walhalla, SC  29691 
Mailing Address:   Same 
 County:    Oconee 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit/ID Number:   9900-0287 
Violations Cited:   U.S. EPA Regulations 40 CFR 
60.92(a)(2), 5 S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-62.60, Standards of Performance 
for Asphalt Concrete Plants, 5 S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-62.5, Standard 
 
 
No. 4, and 5 S.C Code Ann. Regs. 61-62.1, Section II, Permit 
Requirements 
Summary: Hubbard Paving & Grading, Inc. (Individual/Entity) operates 
an asphalt batch plant.  The Department issued General Conditional Major 
Operating Permit for Asphalt Plants 9900-0287 to the Individual/Entity on July 
15, 2013.  As a result of an inspection conducted on July 22, 2014, and a source 
test conducted on July 31, 2015, the Department issued a Notice of Alleged 
Violation on December 21, 2015. The Individual/Entity violated South Carolina 
Air Pollution Control Regulations and it Permit as follows:  failed to limit opacity 
to 20% during a source test; failed to reschedule a test for PM every two years; 
failed to develop a best management practices plan (BMP); and, failed to maintain 
a startup/shutdown log for its hot oil heater. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: limit opacity to 20%, 
maintain a BMP Plan; maintain a startup/shutdown log for the hot oil heater; 
submit a source test plan to conduct a PM source test and visible emissions 
observation no later than June 30, 2016; and, pay a civil penalty in the amount of 
thirteen thousand dollars ($13,000.00). 
 
 
BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SERVICES 
 
 
34) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2015-206-01-005 
Order Date:    April 1, 2016  
Individual/Entity:   El Jimador Mexican Restaurant 
Facility:    El Jimador Mexican Restaurant 
Location:    1106 North Fant Street 
      Anderson, SC  29621 
Mailing Address:   Same 
County:    Anderson 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   04-206-04090                                  
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
Summary:  El Jimador Mexican Restaurant (Individual/Entity) is a 
restaurant located in Anderson, South Carolina. The Department conducted 
inspections on May 27, 2015, and June 29, 2015.  The Individual/Entity violated 
the South Carolina Retail Food Establishment Regulation as follows: failed to 
maintain proper holding temperatures of time/temperature control for safety 
foods. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
 
 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of eight hundred dollars ($800.00). 
 
 
35) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2015-206-02-012 
Order Date:    April 4, 2016 
Individual/Entity:   Calhoun Corners 
Facility:    Calhoun Corners 
Location:    103 Clemson Street 
      Clemson, SC  29631 
Mailing Address:   Same 
County:    Anderson 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   39-206-01032 
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
Summary:  Calhoun Corners (Individual/Entity) is a restaurant located in 
Clemson, South Carolina. The Department conducted inspections on July 15, 
2014, July 28, 2014, and July 22, 2015.  The Individual/Entity violated the South 
Carolina Retail Food Establishment Regulation as follows: failed to store foods in 
a manner to prevent cross contamination. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of eight hundred dollars ($800.00). 
 
 
36) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2015-206-01-043 
Order Date:    April 4, 2016  
Individual/Entity:   China Super Buffet 
Facility:    China Super Buffet 
Location:    3323 North Main Street  
      Anderson, SC  29621 
Mailing Address:   Same 
County:    Anderson 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   04-206-03849 
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
Summary:  China Super Buffet (Individual/Entity) is a restaurant located 
in Anderson, South Carolina. The Department conducted inspections on August 
19, 2014, and August 10, 2015.  The Individual/Entity violated the South Carolina 
Retail Food Establishment Regulation as follows: failed to maintain proper 
holding temperatures of time/temperature control for safety foods. 
 
 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of eight hundred dollars ($800.00). 
 
 
37) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2015-206-08-006 
Order Date:    April 4, 2016  
Individual/Entity:   Steamers Seafood 
Facility:    Steamers Seafood 
Location:    1 North Forest Beach Dr., Unit 223           
      Hilton Head, SC  29928 
Mailing Address:   Same 
County:    Beaufort 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   07-206-04152                                  
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
Summary:  Steamers Seafood (Individual/Entity) is a restaurant located in 
Hilton Head, South Carolina. The Department conducted inspections on March 
12, 2015, March 23, 2015, and April 21, 2015.  The Individual/Entity violated the 
South Carolina Retail Food Establishment Regulation as follows: failed to 
maintain proper sanitizing solution levels at the warewashing (dish) machine. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of one thousand, two hundred dollars ($1,200.00). 
 
 
38) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2015-206-07-107 
Order Date:    April 4, 2016  
Individual/Entity:   Taco Boy 
Facility:    Taco Boy 
Location:    15 Center Street 
      Folly Beach, SC  29439 
Mailing Address:   501 King Street 
                                                            Charleston, SC 29403 
County:    Charleston 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   10-206-05805 
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
 
 
Summary:  Taco Boy (Individual/Entity) is a restaurant located in Folly 
Beach, South Carolina. The Department conducted inspections on August 5, 
2015, and August 14, 2015.  The Individual/Entity violated the South Carolina 
Retail Food Establishment Regulation as follows: failed to maintain proper 
holding temperatures of time/temperature control for safety foods; failed to 
maintain proper sanitizing solution levels at the warewashing (dish) machine; and, 
failed to ensure cooked time/temperature control for safety foods were properly 
cooled. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of eight hundred dollars ($800.00). 
 
 
39) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2015-206-07-077 
Order Date:    April 4, 2016  
Individual/Entity:   China Fun LLC 
Facility:    China Fun LLC 
Location:    3025 Ashley Town Center Dr., #101 
      Charleston, SC  29414 
Mailing Address:   Same 
County:    Charleston 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   10-206-08788 
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
Summary:  China Fun LLC (Individual/Entity) is a restaurant located in 
Charleston, South Carolina. The Department conducted inspections on June 2, 
2015, August 6, 2015, and August 14, 2015.  The Individual/Entity violated the 
South Carolina Retail Food Establishment Regulation as follows: failed to ensure 
cooked time/temperature control for safety foods were properly cooled; and, 
failed to ensure employees properly washed hands after points of possible 
contamination. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of one thousand, two hundred dollars ($1,200.00). 
 
 
40) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2016-206-08-002 
Order Date:    April 8, 2016  
Individual/Entity:   Amigos 
 
 
Facility:    Amigos 
Location:    133 Belfair Village Drive 
      Bluffton, SC  29910   
Mailing Address:   Same 
County:    Beaufort 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   7-206-04432 
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
Summary:  Amigos (Individual/Entity) is a restaurant located in Bluffton, 
South Carolina. The Department conducted inspections on January 5, 2015, and 
January 22, 2016.  The Individual/Entity violated the South Carolina Retail Food 
Establishment Regulation as follows: failed to maintain proper holding 
temperatures of time/temperature control for safety foods. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of eight hundred dollars ($800.00). 
 
 
41) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2015-206-06-072 
Order Date:    April 8, 2016  
Individual/Entity:   Friendly’s 
Facility:    Friendly’s 
Location:    506 South Ocean Blvd. 
      Myrtle Beach, SC  29577 
Mailing Address:   Same 
County:    Horry 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   26-206-07968 
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
   
Summary:  Friendly’s (Individual/Entity) is a restaurant located in Myrtle 
Beach, South Carolina.  The Department conducted inspections on August 20, 
2015, and August 28, 2015.  The Individual/Entity violated the South Carolina 
Retail Food Establishment Regulation as follows: failed to maintain proper 
holding temperatures of time/temperature control for safety foods. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of five hundred fifty dollars ($550.00). 
 
 
 
 
42) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2015-206-04-019 
Order Date:    April 8, 2016  
Individual/Entity:   Marion Chinese Restaurant 
Facility:    Marion Chinese Restaurant 
Location:    2522 East Highway 76 
      Marion, SC  29571 
Mailing Address:   Same 
County:    Marion 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   33-206-01090 
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
Summary:  Marion Chinese Restaurant (Individual/Entity) is a restaurant 
located in Marion, South Carolina. The Department conducted inspections on 
September 16, 2015, September 25, 2015, and March 25, 2016.  The 
Individual/Entity violated the South Carolina Retail Food Establishment 
Regulation as follows: failed to maintain proper holding temperatures of 
time/temperature control for safety foods; failed to ensure food was protected 
from cross contamination; and, failed to maintain chemical sanitizer levels at 
proper concentration. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of eight hundred dollars ($800.00). 
 
 
43) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2015-206-01-013 
Order Date:    April 11, 2016  
Individual/Entity:   Master’s Wok 
Facility:    Master’s Wok 
Location:    2104 North Main Street 
      Anderson, SC  29621 
Mailing Address:   Same 
County:    Anderson 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   04-206-03823 
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
Summary:  Master’s Wok (Individual/Entity) is a restaurant located in 
Anderson, South Carolina. The Department conducted inspections on August 27, 
2014, and August 5, 2015.  The Individual/Entity violated the South Carolina 
Retail Food Establishment Regulation as follows: failed to maintain proper 
backflow protection on the plumbing system. 
 
 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of eight hundred dollars ($800.00). 
 
44) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2016-206-07-003 
Order Date:    April 14, 2016  
Individual/Entity:   La Hacienda Mexican Restaurant 
Facility:    La Hacienda Mexican Restaurant 
Location:    808 Folly Road 
      James Island, SC  29412 
Mailing Address:   Same 
County:    Charleston 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   10-206-02526                                  
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
Summary:  La Hacienda Mexican Restaurant (Individual/Entity) is a 
restaurant located in James Island, South Carolina. The Department conducted 
inspections on August 6, 2015, and February 2, 2016.  The Individual/Entity 
violated the South Carolina Retail Food Establishment Regulation as follows: 
failed to properly store chemicals. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of eight hundred dollars ($800.00). 
 
 
45) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2015-206-08-015 
Order Date:    April 22, 2016  
Individual/Entity:   British Open Pub Bluffton 
Facility:    British Open Pub Bluffton 
Location:    1 Sherrington Drive, Suite G 
      Bluffton, SC  29910 
Mailing Address:   Same 
County:    Beaufort 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   07-206-09394                                  
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
Summary:  British Open Pub Bluffton (Individual/Entity) is a restaurant 
located in Bluffton, South Carolina. The Department conducted inspections on 
 
 
November 19, 2014, and October 20, 2015.  The Individual/Entity violated the 
South Carolina Retail Food Establishment Regulation as follows: failed to 
maintain proper sanitizing solution levels for the warewashing (dish) machine. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of six  hundred forty dollars ($640.00). 
 
 
46) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2015-206-08-012 
Order Date:    April 22, 2016  
Individual/Entity:   La Mexicana  
Facility:    La Mexicana 
Location:    21 Simmonsville Road, Suite A 
      Bluffton, SC  29910 
Mailing Address:   Same 
County:    Beaufort 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   07-206-09594                                  
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
Summary:  La Mexicana (Individual/Entity) is a restaurant located in 
Bluffton, South Carolina. The Department conducted inspections on November 
18, 2014, and August 26, 2015.  The Individual/Entity violated the South Carolina 
Retail Food Establishment Regulation as follows: failed to maintain food contact 
surfaces clean. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of eight hundred dollars ($800.00). 
 
 
47) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2015-206-01-039 
Order Date:    April 22, 2016  
Individual/Entity:   Cam’s Café 
Facility:    Cam’s Cafe 
Location:    604 E. Font Street 
      Iva, SC  29655  
Mailing Address:   Same 
County:    Anderson 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   04-206-03975 
 
 
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
Summary:  Cam’s Cafe (Individual/Entity) is a restaurant located in Iva, 
South Carolina. The Department conducted inspections on July 14, 2015, and 
August 13, 2015.  The Individual/Entity violated the South Carolina Retail Food 
Establishment Regulation as follows: failed to maintain proper holding 
temperatures of time/temperature control for safety foods; failure to ensure bare 
hand contact is not made with ready-to-eat foods; and failed to ensure employees 
washed hands after points of possible contamination. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of eight hundred dollars ($800.00). 
 
 
48) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2015-206-01-023 
Order Date:    April 22, 2016  
Individual/Entity:   Trotters Restaurant 
Facility:    Trotters Restaurant 
Location:    24239 Highway 76 East 
      Clinton, SC  29325  
Mailing Address:   Same 
County:    Laurens 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   30-206-01425 
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
Summary:  Trotters Restaurant (Individual/Entity) is a restaurant located 
in Clinton, South Carolina. The Department conducted inspections on May 5, 
2015, and June 11, 2015.  The Individual/Entity violated the South Carolina 
Retail Food Establishment Regulation as follows: failed to ensure that employees 
washed hands after points of possible contamination 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of eight hundred dollars ($800.00). 
 
 
49) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2015-206-01-040 
Order Date:    April 22, 2016  
Individual/Entity:   O’Charley’s #246 
Facility:    O’Charley’s #246 
 
 
Location:    3723 Clemson Blvd. 
      Anderson, SC  29621 
Mailing Address:   3038 Sidco Drive 
                                                          Nashville, TN 37204 
County:    Anderson 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   04-206-02393 
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
Summary:  O’Charley’s #246 (Individual/Entity) is a restaurant located in 
Anderson, South Carolina. The Department conducted inspections on August 20, 
2014, August 28, 2014, and August 17, 2015.  The Individual/Entity violated the 
South Carolina Retail Food Establishment Regulation as follows: failed to 
maintain proper holding temperatures of time/temperature control for safety 
foods. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of eight hundred dollars ($800.00). 
 
 
50) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2015-206-01-015 
Order Date:    April 22, 2016 
Individual/Entity:   Sweet Tooth Cafe  
Facility:    Sweet Tooth Cafe  
Location:    1016 East Shockley Ferry Road 
      Anderson, SC  29624 
Mailing Address:   Same 
County:    Anderson 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   04-206-02689                                  
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
Summary:  Sweet Tooth Cafe (Individual/Entity) is a restaurant located in 
Anderson, South Carolina. The Department conducted inspections on July 14, 
2014, and July 28, 2015.  The Individual/Entity violated the South Carolina Retail 
Food Establishment Regulation as follows: failed to maintain proper holding 
temperatures of time/temperature control for safety foods. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: cease operations until a 
permit is obtained from the Department and pay a civil penalty in the amount of 
eight hundred dollars ($800.00). 
 
 
 
 
51) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2015-206-01-032 
Order Date:    April 25, 2016  
Individual/Entity:   Little Italy 
Facility:    Little Italy 
Location:    108 North Main Street 
      McCormick, SC  29835 
Mailing Address:   Same 
County:    McCormick 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   35-206-00752 
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
Summary:  Little Italy (Individual/Entity) is restaurant located in 
McCormick, South Carolina. The Department conducted inspections on 
September 16, 2015, September 25, 2015, and November 19, 2015.  The 
Individual/Entity violated the South Carolina Retail Food Establishment 
Regulation as follows: failed to maintain the premises free of roaches. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of one thousand, two hundred dollars ($1,200.00). 
 
 
52) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2015-206-01-020 
Order Date:    April 25, 2016  
Individual/Entity:   Waffle House #426 
Facility:    Waffle House #426 
Location:    4620 Clemson Blvd. 
      Anderson, SC  29622 
Mailing Address:   P.O. Box 6450 
Norcross, GA 30091 
County:    Anderson 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   04-206-01431                                  
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
Summary:  Waffle House #426 (Individual/Entity) is a restaurant located 
in Greenwood, South Carolina. The Department conducted inspections on June 
24, 2015, and July 2, 2015.  The Individual/Entity violated the South Carolina 
Retail Food Establishment Regulation as follows: failed to maintain proper 
holding temperatures of time/temperature control for safety foods. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
 
 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of eight hundred dollars ($800.00). 
 
 
53) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2015-206-01-045 
Order Date:    April 25, 2016  
Individual/Entity:   Los Amigos 
Facility:    Los Amigos 
Location:    3530-A Highway 153 
      Greenville, SC  29673 
Mailing Address:   Same 
County:    Anderson 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   04-206-03079 
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
Summary:  Los Amigos (Individual/Entity) is a restaurant located in 
Anderson, South Carolina. The Department conducted inspections on August 24, 
2015, September 3, 2015, and January 29, 2016.  The Individual/Entity violated 
the South Carolina Retail Food Establishment Regulation as follows: failed to 
ensure cooked time/temperature control for safety foods were properly cooled. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of eight hundred dollars ($800.00). 
 
 
54) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2015-206-01-006 
Order Date:    April 27, 2016  
Individual/Entity:   Carlee’s & Tony’s on Main 
Facility:    Carlee’s & Tony’s on Main 
Location:    2916 North Main Street 
      Anderson, SC  29621 
Mailing Address:   Same 
County:    Anderson 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   04-206-03814 
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
Summary:  Carlee’s & Tony’s on Main (Individual/Entity) is a restaurant 
located in Anderson, South Carolina. The Department conducted inspections on 
March 12, 2015, March 20, 2015, and March 3, 2016.  The Individual/Entity 
 
 
violated the South Carolina Retail Food Establishment Regulation as follows: 
failed to ensure employees wash hands after points of possible contamination. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of eight hundred dollars ($800.00). 
 
55) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2016-206-01-001 
Order Date:    April 27, 2016  
Individual/Entity:   Hardee’s #1501708 
Facility:    Hardee’s #1501708 
Location:    904 Anderson Street 
      Piedmont, SC  29673 
Mailing Address:   P.O. Box 61099 
                                                             Anaheim, CA 92803 
County:    Anderson 
Previous Orders:   None 
Permit Number:   4-206-01486                                 
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
Summary:  Hardee’s #1501708 (Individual/Entity) is a restaurant located 
in Piedmont, South Carolina. The Department conducted inspections on 
November 20, 2015, and November 30, 2015.  The Individual/Entity violated the 
South Carolina Retail Food Establishment Regulation as follows: failed to 
maintain clean food contact surfaces. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of eight hundred dollars ($800.00). 
 
 
56) Order Type and Number:  Consent Order 2015-206-01-031 
Order Date:    April 27, 2016  
Individual/Entity:   Subway 
Facility:    Subway 
Location:    302 Pearman Dairy Road 
      Anderson, SC  29625 
Mailing Address:   Same 
County:    Anderson 
Previous Orders:   None 
Violations Cited:   S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 61-25 
 
 
 
Summary:  Subway (Individual/Entity) is a restaurant located in Anderson, 
South Carolina. The Department conducted inspections on March 27, 2014, and 
February 10, 2015.  The Individual/Entity violated the South Carolina Retail Food 
Establishment Regulation as follows: failed to ensure employees were washing 
hands before donning gloves when working with foods. 
 
Action:  The Individual/Entity is required to: operate and maintain the 
facility in accordance with the requirements of all applicable regulations, 
including S.C. Regs. 61-25; have one (1) representative from the Individual/Entity 
complete a food protection manager certification program; and, pay a civil penalty 
in the amount of eight hundred dollars ($800.00). 
 
 
OFFICE OF OCEAN AND COASTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
 
 
57) Order Type and Number: Consent Order 15C-003P 
Order Date: April 6, 2016 
Individual/Entity: W. Dale Blessing 
 Rose Ellis Hay Blessing  
Location: 0 Thomas Whaley Road 
 Johns Island, SC 
Mailing Address: 3404 Legareville Road 
 Johns Island, SC 29455 
County: Charleston 
Previous Orders: None 
Permit/ID Number: N/A 
Violations Cited: S.C. Code Ann. §48-39-130(A) and 
23A S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 30-2(B); 23A S.C. Code Ann. Regs. 30-
12(A)(2)(d)(ii) 
 
Summary:  W. Dale Blessing and Rose Ellis Hay Blessing 
(Individuals/Entities) are the owners of certain property abutting the tidelands 
critical area.  An inspection at the site was conducted on July 9, 2015, and a 
Notice of Violation/Admission Letter was issued on August 31, 2015.  The 
Individuals/Entities has violated the Coastal Zone Management Act and Critical 
Area Permitting Regulations by constructing a second story/flat roof and boat 
storage structure in the tidelands critical area regulated by the Department. 
  
Action:  The Individuals/Entities are required to: remove the second 
story/flat roof; submit an administratively complete after-the-fact permit 
application; pay a civil penalty in the amount of five hundred dollars ($500.00); 
and, pay a stipulated penalty in the amount of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) 
should the second story/flat roof not be removed per the Order. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
* Unless otherwise specified, “Previous Orders” as listed in this report include orders issued by 
Environmental Affairs Programs within the last five (5) years. 
 
